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The Consensus Consciousness Impact:
Today a new and developmental step in the empowerment of individuals is occurring; it is a process by
which individuals are being powerfully energized by the subtle transformational energies which are now
available. These energies arrive to us from the universe, God, the earth itself, and evolved discarnate and
incarnate beings. Some of these energies are new, and some have been applied to our individual systems,
societies and the world as a whole many times. Their ongoing application and infusion is creating a cumulative
evolutionary effect.
Though we are all being influenced by these energies, we can choose to actively focus and draw upon them
more effectively in meditation. In this way we can better understand their influence, and harmonize with them,
and entrain ourselves in their influence, and thus gain even more from them. These energies are continually
and literally bathing the existing consensus consciousness of the entire population of the planet. At the same
time the consensus consciousness is trying to remain unchanged due to instinctive fear of change. This
resistance to change creates a sort of detrimental consensus conscious inertia, as the consensus consciousness
tries to remain on its prior course, which holds back the world’s evolution and the evolution of individuals and
groups. In effect individuals are, due to the ongoing evolution of the consensus consciousness of humanity,
being directly empowered to affect the rest of the world and its people instantly, profoundly and in a
development-focused manner.
Our individual attainment of new understandings and informed choices also directly feeds the development
of the consensus consciousness. For many people this empowerment is currently a subconscious development.
While for others it is a very conscious progression in which they are learning to more effectively and precisely
wield their personal power moment-by-moment. We as individuals must take optimal advantage of this
opportunity to master individual empowerment. It is also helpful that we learn as much as we can, since
education ultimately makes us more powerful, wise, forgiving and compassionate.
After we achieve and integrate our new state of global human consciousness, we will still continue to
develop as individuals. As a species, Homo Sapiens can begin a refreshing cycle in which we conduct our actions
from a vantage point of loving, efficient, wise and sophisticated consciousness.
As stated previously, a key evolutionary influence in our developing world transformation is the
information currently provided to all via the internet. The internet is functioning like a vast sponge and is
absorbing incredible amounts of quality information and could be said to comprise a new and more evolvable
layer of the global consensus consciousness. It is also becoming more sophisticated in its ability to present and
quickly distribute organized and streamlined data that is highly personalized. A big part of this technological
advancement is the internet’s capacity to store and distribute video in large quantities. This information will,
over time, tend to become more accurate, sophisticated, better organized and rapidly understandable to most
of the world’s population.
As these developments occur, we will again dramatically increase the speed of evolutionary development
of humanity as a whole. This development comes not only through brute education, but also through offering
people new ways of thinking about their personal experiences and new ways of understanding and
constructively working with more readily available information. In effect, newer and better ways to learn are
being evolved by us, as we ourselves evolve. Thus humanity will increase its tendency and capacity to act in
harmonious and loving concert. This leads to our making better decisions now, and to future actions based
upon ever more comprehensive, accurate, precise and timely understanding and information.
In the past we have acted in disharmonious ways, due to the world population’s making decisions based
upon incomplete or inaccurate information, dividing beliefs, outworn cultural norms, best guesses or in the
extreme, simple ignorance or fear. This new, easily available and continually refined flow of information from
the internet will be instilled in each of us through our individual learning in increasingly sophisticated and
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comprehensive ways. Meaning that on a global basis each of us will receive better understandings to work with,
and base decisions on, than we would have received from our independent interpretations of our usual day-today life experience. Thus the quality of our application of our personal power will improve.
This could happen as a result of the information on the internet being pre-processed into more wellorganized, accessible, structured, applicable, personalized and mentally digestible formats. Thus, this cycle of
the internet first absorbing expert information, and then releasing it into the population, is creating a new
method of well-organized crystallization and distillation of information into the fabric of society and the
consensus consciousness of humanity. The internet has already vastly changed how we think… can you imagine
how much more it will evolve in just the next decade? With the application of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) based
software to guide how we obtain information? The advent of A.I. will likely result in foundational reorganizations of societies, cultures, organizations and the world through improved global education and
consciousness raising activities. In this way, the people of the world will more rapidly evolve, brought together
and re-organized—in a similar manner as the internet which is becoming our societal mirror—into ever more
sophisticated social structures as we gain access to information, understandings and each other’s coordinated
support. This will occur in ways we previously could not have dreamed of. This is the process of
complexification of humanity, which is a key element of its evolution.
Isn’t it exciting that we are all participants and witnesses to the dawn of the next step in human evolution?
There could be no better moment in time to be born and live. We must not waste this opportunity.

